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STANDING ORDER No. lO/Cus/2014

In order to ensure timely 'compliance to the Audit Reports received
from C&AG, the following procedure is being laid down for compliance by
the concerned formations and Audit wing in the Hqrs:-

I COMPLIANCE OF AUDIT MEMO/QUERY/HALF MARGIN NOTES
RAISED BY AUDIT

l. On receipt of Audit Memo/Query/Half Margin Notes from the Audit,
the issue shall be examined by the Supdt. / Appraiser to verify the
correctness both on facts as also on the legal points raised, and the
reply would need to be sent within 3 working days of its receipt, after
approval of the same from the AC/DC concerned. Prompt response,
both on facts and merit, at this stage itself may result in the settling
of audit objection avoiding its conversion into LAR and further
correspondence.

11 COMPLIANCE TO LAR (Lo~al Audit Report)

1. On receipt of LAR, the issue will be examined by the concerned
AC/DC and reply sent to CERA only with the approval of the
supervisory ADC/JC. If the para is admitted, the AC/DC concerned
should ensure that the remedial action including raising protective
demand is taken immediately to safeguard govt. revenue. As per
Board's extant instructions, protective demand is to be issued even if
the para is not admitted. The reply to LAR shall be given within 15
days of its receipt from CERA. A copy of the LAR along with the reply
shall be endorsed to the Commissioner for further appropriate action
in the Headquarters Audit Branch.

III REPLIES TO STATEMENT OF FACTS (SOFs)

l. On receipt of SOF, Hqrs Audit branch should immediately send the
same to concerned supervisory ADC for obtaining his comments, if
required, while examining the same based on the copy of the reply
sent at the LAR stage.

2. A comprehensive report shall be sent to the Commissioner by the
supervisory Joint/Additional Commissioner or with his approval, by



the AC/DC within seven days of the receipt of SOF. The SOF shall be
replied by the ADC, HO with the approval of the Commissioner
within 7 days thereafter.

IV REPLIES TO DAPs (Draft Audit Paras)

1. On receipt of DAP from the Ministry, the Audit Branch shall
immediately sent the same to concerned AC/DC/ ADC for obtaining
the requisite report. The reply to the DAP from the concerned
formation would be addressed to the Commissioner and sent to Hqrs
within 3 working days, either under the signatures of the supervising
ADC/JC or with his approval by the concerned of AC/DC.

2. Based on the report of the formation and upon its due examination,
the reply of the DAP will be sent to the Board in the prescribed
Proforma under the signatures of the Commissioner within 7 days
thereafter.

The above time lines indicated for attending to the audit obj
CERA shall be followed scruplously.

Copy to:
1. The Additional Commissioner, lCD GRFL, Sahnewal, Ludhiana.
2. Deputy / Assistant Commissioner, lCD / CFS - GRFL / CONCOR / PSWC

/ OWPL / KCM/ Dappar / Jalandhar / Bathinda / Chheharta.
3. Deputy / Assistant Commissioner, SGRDJl Airport / lCP-Attari / LCS-

Rail Cargo / LCS-Attari Rail.
All Branches of Headquarter office.4.


